Minutes:
I. Call to Order/Introductions—5:45pm
II. Distribution of spirit attire, as organized by MadWest “minions.”
   A. Handed over to Simon Rosenblum-Larson.
   B. Inventoried amount: 47 togas, 76 cow bandanas, 47 cheeseheads, 1 huge cow cloth (to make bandanas).
      1. There are currently 4 togas & 4 cow bandanas in private homes.
      2. In total, we have 51 togas, 80 cow bandanas, 47 cheeseheads, 1 huge cow cloth.
   C. Spirit attire is not passed out tonight—to be passed out at Nationals, along with ludi jerseys (in the process of being created).
   D. Magistra Austino: no money, no jersey—BA and MadWest need to turn in money-- $10 charged per jersey—Magistra Austino states that it is better for teacher/individual to collect money & give bulk amount to Magistra Austino.
III. Packing List
   A. Will be sent in email by Simon Rosenblum-Larson.
   B. JCL & the Giant Peach
      1. State t-shirt
      2. White shorts
      3. NJCL sunglasses, which you will receive on the day [unless you decide to purchase them]
      4. Baseball cap onto which cotton balls will be glued
      5. If you want to dress up as a character, let Simon know. Mrs. Polito is offering advice if desired.
   C. The Walking Dead Language
      1. Ideas on the table: zombie hunters who attack other states; zombies; zombie hunters with words for killing taped on them
      2. Idea: Cheer with all language for killing words
      3. Do NOT bring a gun. Or crossbows.
      4. Bring cardboard weapons.
      5. Camouflage shirts/pants/whatever OR brown & forest green colors
      6. Everyone must make cardboards weaponry & we will write killing words on them at nationals.
      7. FACEPAINT, not body paint, is allowed on this day.
   D. Race Atalanta for Purple & Gold
      1. Ludi jerseys
      2. Running shoes
      3. Athletic socks
      4. Sweatbands
      5. 70’s workout clothes!!!
   E. Timeless Cola Classics
      1. Red togas decorated with Coke cans
      2. BRING YOUR COKE CANS IN BOXES
      3. DO NOT BRING PEPSI
      4. State will provide cutouts of Coke labels for people.
F. If anyone has any ideas, email Simon at wjcl2ndvp@gmail.com

IV. State T-shirts are with school representatives:
   A. BA: Aliyah Quereshi
   B. MUHS: Michael Kearney
   C. MadWest: Mags
   D. BEHS: Magistra Austino
   E. HHS: Magistra

V. Miscellaneous
   A. Nota bene: Emory University will only supply one towel and one washcloth for the whole week. You may want to bring an extra, especially if participating in ludi!!
   B. Bring extra sports supplies (especially shin guards!) just in case even if you are not planning to play in sport. Others who forget will love you.
   C. Everyone present at the BBQ set up group texting with Eli Judge and Magistra Wallach.
   D. Wear/bring closed-toe shoes, as you can't watch ludi in some facilities without them.
   E. MadWest has 2 checked bags, if someone needs extra room for large spirit items.
   F. Ave, Danny! NJCL President Danny Trunzo tells us that we can ship spirit supplies to Emory and pick it up there.
   G. Eli Judge: Needs HHS phone numbers.
   H. Ludi teams will be decided at convention.
   I. Simon and Eli volunteer to do roll call and state that they will brainstorm ideas at certamen meetings.

VI. Adjournment—6:20